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Sermon Reflections 

The Fullest, Strongest Joy (Psalm 16) 

 

Summary: Look to the LORD, Himself, for an unquenchable joy built upon an indestructible life. 

 

1.   DEVOTE Yourself to the LORD (vv. 1-4) 

 

 Have you ever asked the Lord to preserve you?  In what ways did He preserve you? 

 What does His protection look like in your life?   

 Do you have an unquenchable joy?  When is your joy suppressed or gone?  What causes your joy to  

be suppressed?  How can this remedied?   

 How can you better devote your time, ways, circumstances, and other areas of your life to the Lord? 

 

2.   DIRECT Your Focus to the LORD (vv. 5-8) 

 

 What is the first place you love to go when you find yourself in trouble?   

 When do you look to yourself, your resources, or your wisdom instead of going to God and His 

WORD in prayer? 

 When do you use God for what you want Him to do? When do you exclusively rely on Him?               

How often is your life a combination of these two? 

 

3.   DELIGHT yourself in the LORD (vv. 9-11) 

 

 The Psalmist embraces the Lord and enjoys great comfort.  When do you delight in God? 

 In what do you delight?  What is it that makes you happy? 

 What is one area of your life that needs correction to reflect a more proper response to the LORD?  

Pray to God and ask Him to work this change in you. 

 

4.   DEPEND upon the Resurrected LORD (vv. 9-11) 

 
 When are you willing to give up sleep because you have not gone to the LORD and His WORD first?   

 How do verses 9-11 help you see the resurrection?   

 How do verses 10-11 help you appreciate Paul’s thought in Philippians 1:21? 


